C-terminal region of aryl-sulfatase 1 0 55.95 RNB median is the median gene count for the corresponding Pfam domain from 163 RNB genomes NC Median is the median gene count from 69 phylogenetically related control genomes Transcript induction in nodule column is derived from significant results from previous transcriptomic studies referenced in the manuscript LPD is "limited phylogenetic distribution" as described in the manuscript. "% total sequences with SignalP" is the proportion of sequences bearing a singal peptide motif for potential secretion "Y" indicates Pfam domains used by the AntiSMASH program to predict biosynthetic clusters, highlighting putative secondary metabolite functions. PID is "plant interaction determinants" as described in the manuscript. Green highlights of selected cells is to draw attention to "positive control" functions involved in nodulation or nitrogen fixation
